Workers contribute to team production through their own productivity and through their effect on the productivity of other team members. We develop and estimate a model where workers are heterogeneous both in their own productivity and in their ability to facilitate the productivity of others. We use data from professional basketball to measure the importance of peers in productivity because we have clear measures of output, and members of a worker's group change on a regular basis. Our empirical results highlight that productivity spillovers play an important role in team production, and accounting for them leads to changes in the overall assessment of a worker's contribution. We also use the parameters from our model to show that the match between workers and teams is important and quantify the gains to specific trades of workers to alternative teams. Finally, we find that worker compensation is largely determined by own productivity with little weight given to the productivity spillovers a worker creates, despite their importance to team production. The use of our empirical model in other settings could lead to improved matching between workers and teams within a firm, and compensation that is more in-line with the overall contribution that workers make to team production.
Introduction
The classic economic model predicts that workers will be paid the value of their marginal product of labor. Estimating this marginal product may be complicated by team environments in which workers contribute to team production directly but also indirectly through their effect on the productivity of other team members. If firms are able to identify workers who boost peer productivity, they can leverage complementarities in team production through team and task assignments. Workers who bring out the best in others will likely be assigned to tasks essential for firm production. The assumption made in this literature-as well as the abundant literature on peer effects in education-is that the individuals who are most productive themselves are also the ones who will make others most productive. This assumption may not be true in many contexts. For example, there are professors who choose to focus exclusively on their own research, providing little in terms of public goods while other professors who are particularly adept at helping their colleagues in their research and may do so even at the expense of their own research. Similarly, a brilliant but introverted student may not be as helpful to the learning of the other students as the perhaps not-so-brilliant student who asks good questions in class.
We may expect workers to be compensated for both their productivities and their abilities to make others more productive. However, peer effects, particularly heterogeneous peer effects, are notoriously difficult to measure, in part because of the data requirements. But the advent of "Big Data", as well as the accompanying means of estimating models with large state spaces, may result in measures of productivity spillovers becoming more readily available. For example, patent scientists and financial advisors are both occupations for which there is rich data on individual output and information about network structure within the firm. These are both settings where a firm could identify workers who improve the productivity of their peers through interaction and advice.
In this paper, we develop and estimate a model of team production where individuals are heterogeneous in their own productivity as well as in their ability to help others be productive. We then relate our measures to compensation, focusing in particular on the extent to which the ability to make others more productive is rewarded in the marketplace. We focus on an industry, professional basketball, where the ability to help others is clearly an important part of team production. Sports data provide an excellent opportunity to study team production because the members of a team can be clearly identified, there are frequent changes in the players that compose a particular team, and compensation data is available.
Two papers using sports data highlight the heterogeneity in how spillovers may operate. Gould and Winter (2009) use data on baseball players to analyze how batter performance is related to the performance of other batters on the team. This paper fits perfectly with the idea that the most productive players have the largest positive peer effects: batting in front of a high-performing player results in receiving better pitches because the pitcher will not want to risk a walk prior to facing the high-performing player. Guryan, Kroft, and Notowidigdo (2009) examine how the productivity of one's golf partners affects own performance, finding no significant effects from being paired with better golfers. Even though there is no team production in golf, it may be that individual spillovers are multidimensional in the sense that they work through multiple player attributes. Certain players may be very productive but are surly or disobey common golf etiquette, both of which may serve to distract their partners. The authors allow for this additional flexibility, but find no evidence of heterogenous spillovers.
Using possession-level data from games played in the National Basketball Association (NBA), we demonstrate that productivity spillovers play an important role in team production. We find that a standard deviation increase in the spillover effect of one player improves team success by 63% as much as a standard deviation increase in the direct productivity of that player. Estimates of the model also allow us to form player rankings based on the overall contribution to team production.
We compare these rankings to estimates of team production when spillovers are ignored. Players who are generally perceived by the public as selfish see their rankings fall once we account for productivity spillovers.
We also use our model to highlight how the value of a particular player can vary depending on the composition of his teammates. Most firms have various teams within their organization and have the ability to reassign workers across teams. Since individual productivity and productivity spillovers play a complementary role, the overall contribution of a player will depend on the composition of the other players already on the team. 2 We find that the assignment that produces the greatest increase in team productivity is often an assignment that does not maximize the direct productivity of the player. This suggests a tension that firms need to balance between team and player productivity, especially in firms where individual productivity has a large effect on compensation.
Given the large role spillovers play in team production in this industry, we would expect significant returns in the labor market to the ability to help others. This is not the case. Returns to own productivity are substantially higher than returns to the ability to help others, well beyond their differences in their contribution to team production. Part of the reason for this may be the difficulty in measuring the ability to help others. As in the academy, direct productivity is easily observed in ways that facilitating the productivity of others is not. To the extent that own productivity and facilitating the productivity of others is endogenous, the lack of returns to the latter may result in inefficient effort allocations among workers.
Data
To estimate a model of player performance, we use publicly available NBA play-by-play data covering all games during the 2006-2009 regular seasons gathered from espn.com. For those readers unfamiliar with the basic rules of basketball we have included a brief description in Appendix A. The raw playby-play data provides a detailed account of all the decisive actions in a game, such as shots, turnovers, fouls, rebounds, and substitutions. Plays are team specific, meaning that there is a separate log for the home team and the away team. Associated with each play are the player(s) involved, the time the play occurred, and the current score of the game. While our model of player productivity is estimated using only the play-by-play data, we augment it with additional biographical and statistical information about each player gathered from various websites which we discuss later in this section. As described in Appendix B, we took a number of steps to clean the data. These included establishing which players were on the court, acquiring the outcomes of possessions, and matching the names of the players to data on their observed characteristics such as position and experience. Slightly more than 50% of the time the offensive team scores, and, conditional on scoring, the offense scores on average 2.1 points.
To supplement the play-by-play data, we merge in biographical and statistical information about each player. Our primary source for this information is basketball-reference.com. The website contains basic player information such as date of birth, height, position, and college attended and a full set of statistics for each season the player is active. We also gathered information on salaries and contract years from prosportstransactions.com and storytellerscontracts.com. We also obtained additional measures of player performance from basketballvalue.com and 82games.com.
Model and Estimation
In this section we present a model of team production, discuss identification, and describe our estimation strategy. The innovation of the model is that the ability of an individual to influence the productivity of others is not directly tied to own productivity. We tailor the model to the NBA context, though it would be simple to expand the framework to other types of production. 3 The number of parameters to be estimated is quite large and would be computationally prohibitive using straight maximum likelihood. Consequently, we take an iterative approach as in Arcidiacono, Foster, Goodpaster, and Kinsler (2012). 4 
Model setup
Our unit of analysis is an offensive possession during an NBA game. There are five offensive and five defensive players on the court during every possession. For a given possession n, denote the set of players on the court as P n , where P n includes the offensive players on the court O n and the defensive players on the court D n . For notational ease we abstract from the fact that possessions are typically observed within games, which themselves are observed within seasons. Additionally we abstract from the concept of team, even though the potential sets of offensive and defensive players will be determined by team rosters. A possession can end in one of six ways, no score or one of the five offensive players in O n scoring at least one point. 5 We assume that each player i on the court is fully characterized by three parameters: (i) their ability to score, o i , (ii) their ability to help others score, s i , and (iii) their ability to stop others from scoring d i .
Assume for the moment that there is no heterogeneity in defensive skills. The likelihood that offensive player i scores to conclude a possession will depend on i's own ability to score and his ability to help others score, as well as the similar skills of his teammates on the court. Denote y in = 1 if the individual scores and y in = 0 otherwise. We assume that the probability that player i scores at least one point during possession n is given by 6
The probability that player i scores to end possession n is increasing in o i , the offensive intercept of player i. An increase in the offensive spillover of player k = i will have an ambiguous effect on the probability that player i scores, since an increase in s k also benefits the other offensive players in O n . 7 The probability that possession n ends with no points scored is simply 1 − i∈On P r(y in = 1|P n ).
The above model is inadequate since defenders will vary in ability. Thus, the probability that one of the players in O n scores will depend on the composition of the players in D n . To account for defense, we alter the above framework such that the probability that player i scores at least one point during possession n is given by
The difference between Equation (1) and Equation (2) is that the index associated with no points being scored now varies with the abilities of the defenders in D n . The joint defensive prowess of the 5 Note that this is different from many other labor market settings where production for each person may be observed. Individual productivity measures would be equivalent to having many players be able to score on one possession, a feature that would make estimation easier as we would have output measures on everyone at each point in time. This is discussed in greater detail at the end of this section. 6 Separate identification of own productivity from spillover productivity is not reliant on the multinomial logit production function. We choose this specification since possession outcomes are binary in nature. In fact, a linear model would be significantly easier to estimate. 7 Note also that spillovers are not specific to particular player combinations, with certain players working well together beyond what their indvidual abilities would suggest. We maintain this assumption as well for defensive parameters. Substitutions are then exogenous conditional on the fixed effects (offensive intercept, defensive intercept, and spillovers) of the players.
players in D n is a linear function of the defensive intercepts of each player j. 8 Possessions that yield positive points do not necessarily contribute equally to team success since there are a range of plausible point outcomes. To determine the expected number of points per possession for each player, we scale the probability of scoring positive points by the expected number of points conditional on scoring for each player,
The above formulation assumes that the number of points a player scores, conditional on scoring, is unrelated to the identities of the other players on the court. We check this assumption by regressing points scored on player fixed effects and teammate fixed effects for all possessions that yield positive points. In this simple model, each player has two parameters, one describing his own typical point production and the other describing how he influences the points scored by his teammates when he is on the court. For each season in our data, we fail to reject that all of the spillover related parameters in point production are jointly equal to zero. Thus, it appears that our assumption is a reasonable approximation of the data even if it is not strictly true. The advantage of making this simplifying assumption is that we can estimate E[P oints i |y i = 1] outside of the model. Without the independence assumption we would need to append points scored to our likelihood function and in the process triple the number of parameters. Each player would be described by an offensive intercept, offensive spillover, and defensive intercept both for the probability of scoring and points scored. 9 This would significantly impede estimation.
Our model of team production is complex; the production function is non-linear, there are a large number of parameters to estimate, and many of these parameters interact. The large parameter space reflects our desire to estimate both own and spillover productivity. To estimate these parameters we use a non-linear production function since only one player can score during a single offensive possession. The fact that only one player can score per possession means that we don't observe the output, or contribution, of all the players all the time. We match this feature of the data by using a multinomial logit type production technology that generates discreteness in individual outcomes.
If output were available for each individual in each time frame, a much simpler model of own and 8 Note that defensive spillovers are not present. We experimented with including defensive spillovers and found that they were poorly identified. 9 There may be ways to restrict the parameters for each player across the two outcomes and thus limit the number of additional parameters, but it is not obvious a priori what those restrictions should be. The simpler approach, and the one supported by the data, is to assume points conditional on scoring is independent of the other players on the court.
spillover productivity might be possible. 10 The basic idea is to regress a team outcome, such as points scored, on a set of offensive and defensive player fixed effects. The drawback to this methodology is an inability to separately identify own and spillover productivities. The estimated offensive fixed effect for each player will be a mix of own productivity and the ability to help others be more productive. Replacing player fixed effects in the APM with an aggregate of traditional box score statistics, such as points, assists, and rebounds faces the same criticism. The coefficients on these statistical measures will capture a mix of own and spillover productivities. In contrast, our model exploits information about both the players on the court and which of those players scores to separately identify the two parameters.
Separate identification of own and spillover productivities is critical for evaluating counterfactual player groupings when there are potential complementarities in production.
Normalizations and identification
The offensive intercept parameters can be readily identified if data for many possessions is available.
However, to identify the offensive spillovers it is necessary to observe player i in multiple groups.
Put differently, the spillover parameters can only be separately identified if we observe player i with different sets of teammates across possessions. If not we could simply redefine o i such that
for all i and estimate the o * i 's. Without switching there is no way to separate the offensive intercepts from the offensive spillovers.
Even when the set of teammates in O n varies across possessions, it is still necessary to make a 10 Further details on the APM are available at http://www.82games.com/barzilai2.htm normalization on the spillover parameters. For any set of o i and s i , it is always possible to redefine the parameters such that the predicted probabilities are identical. For example, define
where s is the mean spillover calculated using i's spillover and the spillover of all the players i is ever grouped with. Additionally, define
It can be shown that the predicted probability that i scores is identical across {o, s} and {o * , s * }.
A natural normalization is simply to constrain s = 0.
Adding defensive heterogeneity to the scoring probabilities does not alter the identification argument regarding the offensive parameters. Similar to the offensive spillover parameters, it is not possible to identify the baseline defensive productivities unless player i is observed on defense with different sets of teammates. This is because defensive outcomes are essentially group outcomes.
Thus, switching teammates is critical for identifying the defensive intercepts. Note that the mean defensive intercepts must also be normalized since the mean is not separately identified from the scale of the baseline offensive parameters. The normalization we make is that the possession-weighted average of the defensive intercepts across players is zero in each year.
The normalization and identification issues discussed above are technical concerns in the sense that it is not possible to identify all the parameters of the model even if infinite amounts of data were available. However, in order to consistently estimate the player productivities that are identified, we must make an additional exogeneity assumption, namely that changes in the sets of players in O n and D n are exogenous conditional on o i , s i , and d i . In the context of NBA basketball, there are many sources of plausibly exogenous player substitutions, such as fatigue, injury, or foul trouble. However, there is also a concern that some player substitutions are strategic responses to idiosyncratic shocks to player performance, game situations, or individual match-ups between players in O n and D n .
Strategic substitutions could bias our estimates of player productivities in unpredictable ways. We investigate the robustness of our findings to alternative modeling assumptions in Section 4.5.
Iterative algorithm
There are three parameters to be estimated for each player we observe in the data. As previously discussed, it is not possible to estimate the offensive spillovers without an additional restriction. If all the players in the sample are connected, in other words, every player can be linked to every other player through their teammates, then it would only be necessary to restrict the overall mean of the offensive spillovers to zero. In our data, all the players are in fact connected, since players switch teams both within and across seasons. However, jointly estimating all of the player parameters by maximum likelihood imposing this one restriction is not computationally feasible.
As a result, we pursue an estimation strategy that treats each team-season as an independent entity. Players that switch teams within a season are treated as completely unrelated. For each team-season, we normalize the possession-weighted spillover to zero. Once we have estimated all the player parameters imposing these restrictions, we adjust team and player spillovers to be consistent with observed changes in the same player's performance across different teams and seasons. This approach has two advantages. First, it facilitates estimation since we can iteratively estimate the offensive intercepts, offensive spillovers, and defensive intercepts team by team. Second, it allows player productivity to vary across seasons as a result of random factors such as health and luck.
Once we have defined players as any unique combination of player-season-team, we estimate the offensive and defensive parameters using an iterative approach. The method has three broad steps that correspond to estimating the offensive intercepts, defensive intercepts, and the offensive spillovers, where each step increases the log likelihood. 11 The following steps outline the estimation procedure more precisely, where now player i's parameters are indexed by team-season pairs (t).
• Step 0: Make an initial guess of the parameters, denoted by {o 0 it , s 0 it , d 0 it }.
• Step 1: Estimate by maximum likelihood o 1 it conditional on {s 0 it , d 0 it }.
• Step 2: Estimate by maximum likelihood d 1 it conditional on {o 1 it , s 0 it }.
• Step 3: Estimate by maximum likelihood
Estimation proceeds by iterating on Steps 1-3 until convergence, where the estimates at the qth iteration are characterized as {o
Note that within Steps 1-3, estimation proceeds separately for each team-season, implying that each maximization step is searching over only approximately 15 parameters-one for each player who played on a particular team in a particular season. Our approach relies on the fact that there are no across-team interactions to be concerned about when the remaining parameters are taken as fixed-when estimating the offensive parameters for one team, 11 Increasing the log likelihood at each step does not guarantee the algorithm will converge to the global maximum.
We used two different sets of starting values, one of which used the estimates from the model where we did not allow for spillovers and then set the starting values for the spillover parameter to zero. In both cases the estimates converged to the same values.
all the defensive parameters of the players associated with the other teams are taken as given. Note that this approach would not be possible if the parameters for a particular player were constrained to be the same across seasons or across teams within a season.
Linking across years
Once the above process converges, we are left with a set of parameters describing player performance for each team-season. In order to compare these parameters across team and season combinations, assumptions must be made. For the defensive parameters, we assume that the possession-weighted average defensive ability is the same in each season. 12 Since our normalization on the defensive parameters was such that the average defensive ability was zero in each season, no adjustments need to be made to compare defensive parameters across seasons. Note that coaches are embedded in these defensive parameters: certain coaches may positively affect the defensive abilities of their teams.
Hence we can project the time-varying defensive parameters on, for example, player fixed effects and coach fixed effects in order to ascertain which coaches are particularly effective at improving the defensive skills of their players. 13 More difficult is comparing offensive intercepts and spillover parameters across teams and seasons. Recall that the average spillover was normalized to zero for each team-season. This rules out the possibility that specific teams are composed of players with higher-than-average spillovers. To compare players across teams and seasons, we make an observationally-equivalent assumption, but one that is perhaps more tenable. Namely, we assume that the variation in a particular player's spillover parameter over time does not depend on team-specific effects in that season. Hence, coaches or teams may be particularly effective in generating offense in a particular year beyond what would be expected given the skills of their players, but this effect operates solely through the offensive intercept. Similar to the discussion of the defensive parameters, we can project the offensive intercept on player fixed effects and coach effects, but our normalization effectively rules out coach effects on the spillover parameter.
Now denoting s 0
it as the initial estimate of the spillover parameter when the average spillover on 12 Note that the defensive abilities come from both the players skills and the coaching strategies. Hence, the assumption is that, on average, the combination of the defensive skills of the players in the league as well as how coaches complement those skills does not change over time. 13 In fact, we can go further than this by interacting the coach fixed effects with the positions of the players. For example, some coaches' defensive schemes may depend more on the skills of particular positions than the schemes of other coaches. We do not pursue this because the panel is relatively short.
each team in each season is constrained to zero, the procedure to change the spillover normalization iterates on the following two steps:
• Step 1: Regress s 0 it on player fixed effects and team-season fixed effects, weighting each observation by the observed number of possessions. 14 This leads to the following decomposition of
where s 0 i and δ 0 t give the contribution of the player and the team-season respectively. The team season effect enters negatively in the decomposition since a higher δ 0 implies a better spillover team and thus a lower normalized spillover estimate.
• Step 2: Create adjusted offensive spillovers using:
Note that this is essentially equation (5) 15 After convergence, the offensive intercepts are adjusted according to equation (4) using the new spillover parameters.
To get a more intuitive sense for how the algorithm works, consider a player who is on team A in the first half of the season and on team B in the second half of the season. Suppose team A has higher spillover players than team B. Since the mean spillover under the initial normalization is zero for both teams A and B, this player will have a lower estimated spillover parameter when he played for team A as he was pooled with stronger players. Hence the regression of the player's spillover parameters on his fixed effect and the negative of the team-season effect will yield a positive estimate for team A's fixed effect. This positive effect gives us our first estimate of how much better the players on team A in that season were on the basis of the spillover parameter which is then used to adjust the spillover parameters for the players on team A upward.
14 One team-season effect must be normalized to zero to pin down the scale of the offensive intercept parameters. It is possible to control for experience or age when estimating the spillover regression. Our results do not change if we allow for these additional explanatory variables. 15 Only a few iterations are required in practice.
Results
The estimation procedure yields three parameters for each player- For evaluating players and teams, however, the parameter estimates themselves are not particularly informative. In the next few sections we demonstrate how the various player skills contribute to team performance, how to rank players using our estimates, and finally whether players and teams make decisions that are consistent with the results of our model.
Importance of the three factors
As noted above, the scale of the offensive intercept, offensive slope, and defensive intercept are The results of this exercise are illustrated in Table 2 . The first row of results shows the dis- 16 Since the spillover parameter is a key contribution of our empirical model, we provide two pieces of external evidence about the validity of this measure. First, we find that the spillover parameter is strongly correlated with the statistics in box-score data that it should be most closely related to, such as assists and turnovers. Second, John
Hollinger wrote an article for ESPN in 2010 that listed the 15 worst ball-hogs in the NBA. We find that these players have a spillover parameter that is 0.4 of a standard deviation lower than the other players in the league. 17 The five offensive intercepts for the average team are chosen to match the average intercepts across teams by player offensive rank. For example, the offensive intercept for the most productive scorer on the average team is the mean across all 30 teams of the best scorer's offensive intercept. Each player on the average team is assigned the overall average spillover and defensive parameter since these enter the production function linearly. to 30% of a standard deviation. The largest change in team performance stems from the addition of a better offensive intercept player. This is true despite the fact that adding a good scorer necessarily decreases the opportunities that the other players on the team have to score.
The results in Table 2 also document the variability across teams in the effect that different types of offensive players have on team performance. 20 Because of the complementarities in the probability of scoring, the benefit of adding a particular type of player will vary by team. For example, a high offensive intercept player may be valued more by teams that have fewer high spillover players since a productive scorer doesn't rely as much on his teammates to score. In contrast, a team with a number of productive scorers may prefer to bring in a high spillover teammate to enhance the productive skills already present.
18 The average player is constructed by taking the possession weighted average of each of the offensive intercept, offensive spillover, and defensive intercept. 19 To calculate the standard deviation for each skill type, we first compute the variance of our parameter estimates by skill type, weighting by each player's total number of possessions. This variance is an overestimate of the true variation in player skill since it will be inflated by sampling error in our estimates. We correct for this by subtracting off the average variance of the sampling error across the parameter estimates, again weighting by the total number of possessions. The sampling variance for each parameter is simply the square of the standard error associated with each parameter, which we obtain by inverting a numerical approximation to the Hessian. Further details on calculating standard errors are available in Appendix C. 20 In contrast to the offensive skills, there is little variability across teams in point differential changes associated with adding a one standard deviation better (or worse) defensive player. This is primarily a reflection of the fact that we assume that there are no complementarities in defensive production.
Position comparisons
High offensive intercept, spillover, or defensive players are often associated with particular positions on a standard NBA team. 21 For example, point guards are generally viewed as facilitators, while centers are expected to protect the basket on defense. Table 3 shows how the various skills break down by position. For each position, we show the average skill measure for each of our estimated parameters and a measure of a player's overall effectiveness (a combination of our three measures which we discuss further in the next section). For comparison purposes we also include two common measures of player effectiveness, player efficiency rating (PER) and adjusted plus minus (APM). relative to PER is that it explicitly accounts for who a player plays with and against. However, because the model is linear, it cannot capture complementarities in production. 23 We find statistically significant correlations between the different skill parameters. A player's ability to score and ability to help others score have a possession-weighted correlation equal to -0.21 that is statistically significant at a 5%
level. This does suggests a tradeoff between own and spillover productivity on average. Ability to score and ability to stop others from scoring are not significantly correlated. However, the ability to help others score and to stop others from scoring have a possession-weighted correlation of 0.05 that is statistically significant.
PER. This is consistent with the criticism that the PER fails to account for defensive contributions.
The APM, on the other hand, ranks centers quite differently than either PER or our measure. In the next section we discuss further how to rank players individually.
Ranking workers overall contribution
The previous sections suggest that attempts to rank players individually in a team sport are misguided since the value of each player necessarily depends on who his teammates are. However, NBA player rankings are ubiquitous and often fail to account for the team nature of the sport. We develop a player ranking that directly accounts for the complementarities present in a team setting by using estimates of each player's underlying skills from our spillover model. We first describe how we construct our rankings, and then compare them to other common rankings and rankings we generate when ignoring spillovers in team production.
There are a number of ways to measure the effectiveness of each player given our estimated parameters. We construct our preferred measure by first taking each player and pairing him with an average team. A player's measured effectiveness is then the per possession point differential when this team plays against an average opponent. 24 The per possession point differentials are then standardized so players can be compared in standard deviation units. We create two additional measures of player effectiveness. The first takes our preferred measure and adjusts for position, since as Table 3 indicates there are significant differences in player effectiveness by position. Because teams typically field lineups with one player at each position, players who excel at underperforming positions will be valued more. Finally, rather than take each player and put him on an average team, our third measure of player effectiveness replaces each player with an average player and asks how his team's performance changes. 25 To some extent, this measure accords with how valuable each player is to their team. The average teammates a player is assigned and the average opponent are constructed using the average offensive intercepts across teams by player offensive rank. For example, the offensive intercept for the most productive scorer on the average team is the mean across all 30 teams of the best scorer's offensive intercept. Each player on the average team is assigned the overall average spillover and defensive parameter since these enter the production function linearly. 25 For this measure we create rankings only for the top five most utilized players on each team. This allows for a straightforward determination of who the teammates will be when each player is replaced with an average player. 26 We only consider players who accumulated at least 2,000 total possessions for any team in 2009-2010. This restriction limits the rankings to those players observed often enough to accurately estimate their underlying skills.
Howard is the most effective player, over three standard deviations better than the average NBA player. The primary reason that Dwight Howard is so highly ranked is that he is the top ranked defensive player, almost a full standard deviation better than the next best defender. The rest of the top ten is full of names that are familiar to basketball fans, but are not necessarily the brightest stars in the game. For example, Al Horford and Chris Andersen are highly ranked because they are well above average both offensively and defensively. Horford is an above average offensive intercept, offensive spillover, and defensive player. Andersen is actually a below average offensive intercept player, but his presence on the court generates enough extra opportunities for his teammates that his offensive spillover measure is two and a half standard deviations above the mean. The rankings based on APM also pick-up Andersen's overall effectiveness.
LeBron James, widely regarded as the best player in the game, is ranked number six according to our preferred method. This "low" ranking is a reflection of the fact that in 2009-2010 James is a good, but not great defender, and only an average spillover player. Based on offensive intercept alone, James would be the highest ranked player, meaning that when added to an average team James would have the highest scoring probability relative to adding any other player. 27 The PER measure is often criticized for over-valuing shooting and scoring and not surprisingly James comes out ahead on this measure. 
Ignoring spillovers
In Table 5 , we examine how our player rankings change when estimating a model that ignores spillovers, essentially ruling out any complementarity in offensive production. The first column shows the top ten players based on point differentials when playing with average teammates against an average opponent. Many of the names remain the same, such as Dwight Howard and LeBron James, but there are significant changes. In particular, players that tend to score often and also play above average defense tend to move up in the rankings. Examples include Tim Duncan, Kobe Bryant, and Chris Bosh.
The second through fourth columns look more closely at some of the changes in standardized point differentials across the spillover and no spillover models. The second column lists the changes for some notable players. For example, Carmelo Anthony, a high volume shooter, is 1.31 standard deviations better in the no spillover model than in the spillover model. 29 In contrast, Steve Nash, a player widely believed to be one of the best offensive facilitators in the NBA, is 1.30 standard deviations better in the spillover model. Columns three and four of Table 5 lists the ten players who have the largest positive and negative swings in point differentials between the spillover and no spillover models. The players that tend to improve greatly when complementarities are modeled are pass-first point guards, such as Jason Williams and Jamaal Tinsley, and players who tend not to score but generate opportunities for their teammates through offensive rebounds, screens, and passing, such as Theo Ratliff, Chris Andersen, and Anderson Varejao. The list of the ten largest negative changes is full of players who are well known to be not only bad passers, but shoot-first players, like Chris Kaman and Carmelo Anthony.
While the results presented thus far coincide with widely held perceptions about individual players, there is still a concern that our estimates could be biased by endogenous changes to team composition. In the next section, we investigate the robustness of the estimated player productivities to two main sources of endogenous substitutions.
Robustness Checks
As discussed in Section 3.2, endogenous changes to team composition could arise in response to idiosyncratic shocks to player performance or changing game strategy as a function of the competitive environment. If players play more in games when they receive positive productivity shocks, then estimated productivity will be biased upwards. Alternatively, if players are asked to allocate effort differentially on offense or defense as a function of game situations, this can also affect our estimates of player productivity. In this section, we conduct two robustness checks. First, we see if allowing players to play more possessions when they are performing well affects our findings. Second, we see how our estimates change when only the first three quarters are used, as the fourth quarter may entail more or less pressure depending on the score of the game.
Endogenous playing time due to variation in player productivity across games
To investigate the concern that playing time in any particular game is endogenous to contemporaneous performance, we estimate separate productivity measures for each player according to how many possessions they play in a particular game. We re-estimate the model outlined in Section 3.1, but index players by two sets of parameters,
The first (second) set of parameters describes player productivity in games when they play more (fewer) than their median number of possessions per game. 30 Essentially we are treating each player as two distinct players according to how often they play in any particular game.
All the parameters are jointly estimated, meaning that there will be players on the same team playing above and below median possession games at the same time. Once all the parameters are estimated for each team-season, we link players using the same strategy discussed in Section 3.4. In order to compare the results to our baseline estimates we need one set of parameters for each player.
We combine the productivity parameters from high and low possession games by taking a simple average, such that player i's productivity is given by {
}. These productivity measures can be interpreted as expected productivity. At the start of any game there is a 50-50 chance a player plays as a high-possession player or as a low-possession player.
The top panel of Table 6 illustrates how expected productivity compares with our original productivity. Across seasons and skill, the estimates are very highly correlated. In particular, the offensive intercepts generated through the approach described above are almost perfectly correlated with our baseline estimates. The second three rows in the top panel also indicate that our player 
Endogenous playing time due to game situations
A second source of endogenous player substitutions that could bias our estimates of player productivity are changing game situations. Players may be instructed to play differently as a function of the competitive environment. If a particular player only plays under a certain set of game circumstances, then that player's productivity estimates are not reflective of his general skills. To investigate this concern, we eliminate from our data any possession that occurs after the 3rd quarter and re-estimate the model. The idea behind this approach is that game strategy is likely to change most significantly in the 4th quarter. As the game nears its end, coaches are more likely to take drastic measures.
Eliminating data from the 4th quarter eliminates some of these concerns. Estimation follows the approach outlined in Section 3, the only difference is that our sample is approximately 25% smaller.
The bottom panel of Table 6 compares the baseline productivity estimates with the estimates generated after dropping all 4th quarter observations. Similar to the previous exercise, the offensive intercepts are highly correlated across the two models in all seasons, on the order of 0.95. The offensive slopes and defensive parameters are correlated at a slightly lower level, around 0.80. The lower correlation for these parameters could be partly the result of game strategy, but is also likely a result of the fact that we have thrown out a lot of useful variation. Both of these parameters are identified through changes in team composition and are less precisely estimated than the offensive intercepts. Thus, when we eliminate a quarter of our sample it is not surprising that these param- 
Allocating workers to the optimal team
For the purposes of ranking individual players we considered how each player performs with an average team. However, when actual player personnel decisions are made, success will hinge on how the various components of a team work together. This is true not only in the context of professional basketball, but in other industries as well. When a firm considers hiring a new worker it likely considers how that worker complements the skills of the workers already at the firm. Moreover, individual workers will seek out firms where their talents can best be utilized.
To illustrate how our model captures these ideas, we first examine one of the most high profile personnel decisions in the history of the NBA. In the summer following the 2009-2010 season,
LeBron James' contract with the Cleveland Cavaliers expired and he became a free agent. Using our model, we evaluate James' decision, examining both his own performance and the likelihood of team success. Table 7 was only willing to give Stoudemire a four year contract at an undisclosed salary, while the New York
Knicks were willing to sign Stoudemire to a five year contract for 100 million dollars. Stoudemire ultimately signed with New York, but should New York have been willing to give Stoudemire more than Phoenix? Table 8 
Returns to the three factors
The previous section highlights the usefulness of our model for evaluating potential personnel decisions, but teams need to decide not only which players to obtain but also how much to pay them. Table 3 indicates that the three player skills we have identified, offensive intercept, offensive spillover, and defensive intercept, are associated with improved team performance. In this section, we examine whether player compensation correlates with our measures of player skill. Table 9 provides the results from a series of OLS regressions where the dependent variable is log annual earnings. The annual earnings data comes from prosportstransactions.com and storytellerscontracts.com and is pro-rated equally over the course of a multi-year contract. 33 The skill measures we use as regressors are based on performance in the previous year and vary across columns, allowing us to compare the predictive power of our skill measures and standard player measures. The unit of observation in these regressions is a player-season-team combination, where we observe each player for up to four seasons, from 2007 to 2010. 34
32 In his first year with the Knicks, Stoudemire's scoring average per 36 minutes actually increased by 3%. 33 Most NBA contracts are fully guaranteed and some contracts include an incentive provision. The data we use includes information on these provisions and indicates whether the incentive is likely or unlikely to occur based on information at the start of the contract. We include incentives that are likely to occur in the annual earnings measure based on the definition of a likely incentive provided by storytellerscontracts.com. 34 In the NBA, first-round draft choices are assigned salaries according to their draft position. Each contract is for two years, with a team option for the third and fourth seasons. These structured contracts may weaken the relationship between skills and earnings, since players are drafted based on potential, not performance. However, when we estimate the earnings regressions using only players who have been in the league for at least four years, the results are nearly the same.
The first column of results indicate that a one standard deviation increase in a player's offensive intercept is associated with a statistically significant 41% increase in annual earnings. A one standard deviation increase in the defensive intercept is associated with a 15% increase in earnings, while there is essentially no monetary gain to being a better spillover player. The results are robust to controls for player position and experience. In column 4 we examine whether the returns to skills changed over the four seasons in our sample. We include an interaction between a linear time trend and each of the three player parameters. We re-centered the linear time trend at the first year in our data so the main effects of the three parameters are the relationship between those parameters and earnings in the first year of our data and the interaction terms indicate how these have changed over time. None of the interactions are statistically significant, indicating little change in the return to skills across our sample. The last two columns in Table 9 provide estimates for two commonly used measures of player performance, the player efficiency rating (PER) and the adjusted plus-minus (APM). Players with higher PER and APM tend to earn significantly more than other players.
Our skill measures explain more of the variation in log earnings than APM, but slightly less than PER. This makes sense as PER is widely available while APM is not. The results across regressions suggest that teams tend to compensate players for easily measured statistics (high R 2 for PER), but fail to identify players that add to team performance in difficult to observe ways (no effect of spillover skill). 35 One potential reason for the apparent lack of return to the spillover factor is that this parameter is somewhat noisier than either the offensive or defensive intercept. So rather than estimate a log earnings regression using a single player-season-team skill measure, we examine how average earnings over the four seasons in our sample is related to a player's possession weighted average skill measures. Table 10 shows the results of these regressions. Similar to the results from Table 9 , players with higher offensive and defensive intercepts are rewarded with higher total earnings, with earnings that are 46% and 18% higher per standard deviation of performance respectively. However, the results now indicate that high spillover players also earn significantly more than low spillover players. A one-standard deviation increase in a player's average offensive spillover parameter is associated with an increase in total earnings of approximately 10%. Again, the PER measure explains the greatest amount of variation in total earnings, followed by the three skill factors and APM.
One way to measure the degree to which productivity spillovers are undervalued by NBA teams 35 All the results in Table 9 are nearly identical if we restrict the sample to just those players who are in the first year of a next contract. This alternative approach reduces the sample size but ensures that the performance measures pre-date the determination of the player's salary.
is to compare differences in the relationship between the different productivity parameters on wages and team success. Based on the results from Table 2 , we find that a standard deviation increase in own productivity results in 1.6 times as much team success as a standard deviation increase in the spillover parameter, but results in 8.7 times as much income for the player (Table 10) . Thus, productivity spillovers are undervalued by more than a factor of 5 relative to own productivity.
We can take the idea of spillover mispricing one step further by asking what would happen if a team trades away a player that had an offensive intercept parameter one standard deviation above the mean and used the money to purchase a player(s) with higher spillover parameters. The results in Table 10 suggest that obtaining an extra standard deviation of offensive intercept costs about 5 times as much as obtaining an extra standard deviation of the offensive spillover. Combining this with the coefficients from Table 2 , we find that a team that gives up a standard deviation better of games fall within five points. Thus, the proposed trade for skills would have a significant impact on expected total wins with no associated increase in salary costs.
An important note about the numbers above is that they are based on the average expected change in performance across teams using the four most utilized players on each team. The benefit of acquiring a high spillover player will depend on the other players already on the team. As such, there are likely to be teams that wouldn't benefit from acquiring a player with a higher spillover
parameter. An attractive feature of our model is that we can use it to evaluate the expected results of specific trades, as in Tables 7 and 8 .
Finally, our conclusion that spillover productivity is mispriced is based on the assumption that teams are trying to maximize point differentials. If teams have other objectives, such as ratings, then they may be willing to pay more for high offensive intercept players. It also may be the case that offense is preferred to defense, explaining why the returns to offensive intercepts are higher than defensive intercepts. But in this case we might expect the returns to spillovers to be larger than defensive intercepts. The fact that the returns to spillovers are so much smaller than the returns to the other two factors suggest that the difficulty in quantifying the presence of the spillovers likely plays a role in its low return.
Conclusion
Worker skills are multidimensional. One of the skills that may be important to a variety of production processes is the ability to bring out the best in others. In this paper, we use data from the NBA to identify three measures for each player: their ability to score, their ability to defend, and their ability to help others score. It is this last factor that differentiates our work and also substantially complicates estimation. Using an iterative approach along the lines of Arcidiacono et al. (2012), we
show that estimating models of this type can be accomplished in a straightforward manner.
We find that all three factors are important components to overall team productivity and probability of success. Ignoring spillovers has a substantial effect on assessing the overall contribution of specific players causing previous approaches to underestimate the contribution of "team" players.
We also find that there are complementarities in production between direct forms of productivity and indirect forms that operate through productivity spillovers. As such, some teams will value particular players more than others based on the current composition of their team. Players who are particularly strong at scoring but are not good facilitators will be more valued by teams that are composed of players who are not very strong at scoring themselves.
We also find that players are primarily compensated based on their direct contributions to team production with little weight given to their ability to increase the productivity of their teammates.
This misalignment of incentives might reduce the incentive for players to invest in or engage in actions that increase their positive effects on the productivity of their teammates, especially in cases where compensation is based on relative performance.
The approach we take here to measuring both one's productivity and one's ability to help others be more productive, as well as the corresponding implications for compensation, could be applied to a number of other labor markets. One example is in the production of patents. Researchers in a lab may both be working on their own patents as well as serving as a resources for other members of the lab. The measurable output is who is on the patent. But others in the lab may have facilitated the process and these facilitation skills may not map one-to-one in the skills needed to produce a patent.
When facilitation skills become more easily measured and rewarded, then incentives to invest these skills also increases. Financial advisors provide another example. Compensation in this industry tends to be based on one's clients, not how helpful one is to other financial advisors. This is likely due to the difficulty in measuring how other advisors affect both the number of the clients an advisor has and the quality of the advice the advisor is giving. But with data on clients and investment returns, as well as variation in the composition of the team, it would be possible to measure the value of these sorts of interactions.
A Basic Rules of NBA Basketball
An 
B Data Appendix
There were a number of intermediate steps required to transform the raw play-by-play data that we gathered from espn.com into our final dataset. First, we had to determine which players were on the court at each point during the game. Since the play-by-play data does not provide a running list of who was on the court over the course of the game, we had to infer who was on the court based on the players we observed in the data.
Teams can freely substitute players at the start of each quarter and none of these substitutions appear in the data. However, for any substitutions that occur during the quarter, we observe both the players coming in and the players going out. We combine this with information on the names of the players that record some action in the data to construct the set of five players on each time for every play-level observation in the data. If in the middle of a possession there is a substitution, the player entering the game is the one considered on the court for that possession. The one exception is substitutions that occur during fouls shots in which case the players coming out are considered part of the possession that resulted in the foul and any points scored from the foul shots are credited to that possession.
From the defensive standpoint, the only relevant outcome is whether the offensive team scores positive points. Steals, blocks, and defensive rebounds will get reflected in an increased probability that the offensive team does not score.
At the end of this process we were left with 915,580 unique possessions. We dropped around 1% of these possessions either because we could not identify all of the players on the court or identify the player who shot the basket. A possession that either has too few players on the court or a player on the court more than once typically indicates a data entry error in the play-by-play data. Often this implies that active lineups for other possessions during that quarter are likely to be incorrect.
As a result, any quarter that has a possession with either too few or too many players is dropped.
Finally, our empirical strategy requires us to estimate the model separately by season. If during a season a player never scores nor is ever part of a defensive unit that keeps the other team from scoring, then that player's offensive and defensive parameters are not identified. Thus, we identify who these players are, and then eliminate all possessions during which these players are on the court.
Typically there are about five to ten players per season who fall into this category.
C Standard Error Calculations
In Section 3.3 we outlined an iterative estimation procedure that avoided jointly estimating all the parameters in the model. The downside to this approach is that it is not straightforward to compute standard errors. However, once the iterative procedure has converged, we have all the parameter estimates and can compute standard errors using the Outer Product of the Gradient. This is a particularly useful method in this case since the logit probabilities yield simple closed form solutions for estimating the gradient.
Our joint log-likelihood function is given by,
where
and d in indicates whether outcome i occurred for possession n. For ease of exposition I refer to P r(y in = 1|P n ) = P in . Also, defineθ = {ô,ŝ,d}.
The first step is to construct the estimate of the gradient vector,ĝ n =
. For any possession n, there are at most 15 parameters involved, 5 each for o, s, and d. Thus, the gradient for each observation will only have 15 non-zero elements. Again, because of the closed form for the logit probability, the derivatives of the log probability are rather straightforward. 36 The estimated variance covariance matrix is then given by Σθ = N n=1ĝ nĝ n −1
.
For estimation we restrict the spillover parameter for one player on each team-season to equal zero. Post-estimation we adjust the spillover estimates such that the possession-weighted mean spillover for each team season is equal to zero. This way we have a spillover estimate for each player. In doing this we also have to adjust the offensive intercept parameters to keep the scoring probabilities constant. Both of these changes require adjusting Σθ, which is a straightforward application of the delta method.
The final step of our estimation procedure is to link players across teams and seasons. This process yields a string of team-season fixed effects (δ t ) with which we update our parameters according to the process outlined in Section 3.4. We simply apply the delta method iteratively using the δ t 's to update the standard errors for the team-season specific parameters.
36 Precise formulas are available upon request. Unit of observation is a player-season-team combination. Means are constructed by weighting the total number of possessions for a player-season-team combination.
Across all positions the mean of each measure is zero with a standard deviation of 1.
Note that the number of observations for the APM measure is smaller since players with few possessions are not assigned a rating. To generate predicted outcomes for each team we utilize player estimates based on all four years of data. 
Hill, Frye, Richardson
To generate the predicted outcomes for each team we utilize player estimates based on all four years of data. 
